What should you know?

What should you be able to do?

Where the UK is in the world

Use CLOCCC to describe the location of the UK.

•

Continent – Europe

•

Latitude – 55N 3W

•

Oceans and Seas – North Sea, Irish Sea, Atlantic
Ocean

•

Countries – France to the south, ROI to the west

•

Compass Direction – Northern Hemisphere

•

Climate – Temperate Maritime

Which nations are part of the UK
•

England

•

Scotland

•

Wales

•

Northern Ireland

How nations are divided into distinct areas

Understand which nations belong to the UK and
which nations are part of the British Isles instead.

Name at least three of the English regions.

Nations à Regions à Counties à Districts
The capital cities of the four UK nations
•

England – London

•

Scotland – Edinburgh

•

Wales – Cardiff

•

Northern Ireland – Belfast

Compass directions

Identify the capital cities of the UK on a map.

State compass directions for a direction of travel
between two locations.

The major cities of the British Isles

Identify the major cities of the British Isles on a map.
Describe the distribution of the major cities of the
British Isles.

Location of the River Thames

State which major UK city the River Thames flows
through and which sea it empties into.

How London has expanded as a city

Analyse maps of London and describe how the
settlement has changed in size over the centuries.
Explain what the word population means.

Why people might migrate to London from across the world

Explain how each of these factors could bring people

•

Education

to move from other countries to the UK and to

•

Safety

London.

•

Healthcare

•

Climate

•

Food security

•

Housing

•

Employment

•

Family

Problems facing London
•

Traffic congestion

•

Pollution

What are National Parks

Describe some of the problems facing the city of
London and actions being taken combat them.
Explain what National Parks are and what they were
created for.

Describe the location of Northern Ireland using
CLOCCC.

Label the UK map below with the four nations
and their capital cities.

Continent –
Latitude –
Oceans and Seas –
Countries –
Compass Direction –
Climate –
Name three regions within England.

Name five major cities within the UK (not
capitals).

Where is the source of the River Thames?

Explain how education and healthcare might
bring people to the UK and London.

Name three settlements that the River Thames
flows though.

Which sea does the River Thames flow into?

What is the compass direction from:
Glasgow to Edinburgh –

Explain the function of National Parks. What
purposes do they serve?

Belfast to Liverpool –
Plymouth to London –

Explain some of the main problems facing the city of London and discuss the actions taken to
combat them. Do you agree with these solutions? Have they been effective?

